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ABSTRACT 
This Artic1e discusses the appropriateness of making due di1igence a binding 
ob1igation for human rights and 1abor rights. It examines the evo1ution of 
traditiona1 soft 1aw into hard 1awラ withrecent domestic 1egis1ation imposing 
civi11iabi1ity for fai1ureラ anddiscusses “due di1igence" standardsラ processesラ
and remedies. It eva1uates whether non-binding due di1igence without the 
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potentia1 for 1egally enforceab1e “domestic hard 1aw" remedies is adequateラ
and concludes with a cal for exp10ring ob1igations of 1egally binding due 
diligence with flexib1e remedies. This wou1d make Multinationa1 
Corporations (MNCs) responsib1e for results that provide protection of the 
1abor standards ofthe globa11abor supp1y workers. The author concludes and 
proposes that while al the current approachesラ suchas soft 1awラ dia10gueラ
仕 組sparency1awsラrefor百lSto improve 1abor protection 1aws and enforcementラ
shou1d proceed expeditious1yラthemost effective remedy is for govemments 
to 1egis1ative1y mandate an expanded due diligence requirement andラ asm 
recent French 1egis1ationラ provide1iability with enforceab1e remedies for 
failure to comp1y. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In 2016ラ theIntemationa1 Labor Organization (ILO) was urged to create 
a new binding standard of“due diligence" for Multinationa1 Corporations 
(MNCs) to rea1ize decent emp10yment for workers in its 1abor supp1y chains 
in the face of continued vio1ations of workers' 1abor standardsラ andprovide 
equity and fair competition for companies who act responsib1y.l The due 
diligence standard emanates白・omthe UN Guiding Princip1es on Business and 
Human Rights (UNGPs? and the Organization for Economic Co-operation 
lSee HUMAN RIGHTS WATCHラ HUMANRIGHTS IN SUPPLY CHAINS: A CALL FOR A BINDING 
STANDARD ON DUE DILIGENCE (2016)， 
https://www.lぜw.org/sites/default/files/report~dflhuman Jights _ in _supply _ chains _ brochure 
lowres _ final.pdf. The Committee recommended that "[g]overnments should . . . [c]reate an 
enabling enviroument to help enterprises . . . implement due diligence procedures in their 
management systems" and“[i]n line with the UN Guiding Principlesラ businessenterprises 
sho叫dc紅 ryout human rights due diligence in order to identifyラ preventラ mitigateand account 
for how they address their adverse human rights impacts." Int'l Labour Orgラ Reportof the 
Committee on Decent Work in Global Supply Chains: Resolution and Conclusions Submitted 
for Adoption by the Coゆrenceラ at 5ラ 6ラ ILC.105/PRl14-1 (June 10ラ 2016)ラ
http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed _ norm/---
relconf/documents/meetingdocument/wcms _489115 .pdf (emphasis added). 
2 See UN WORKING GRP. ON Bus. & HUMAN RIGHTSラTHEUN GUIDING PRINCIPLES ON BUSINESS 
AND HUMAN RIGHTS: AN INTRODUCTIONラ
http://www . ohchr.orglDocuments/Issues/Business/lntro _ Guiding_ PrinciplesBusinessHR.pdf. 
UNGPs Guiding Principle 2 underscores this needラ日tatingal “[s ]tates should set out clearly 
the expectation that al business enterprises domiciled in their territory and/or jurisdiction 
respect human rights through-out their operations." This includes workers' rights in the supply 
chain. Int'l Trade Union Confederationラ GlobalSupply Chains and Decent Work Trade Union 
1nput to the G7 -16 March 2015ラ at2， (Nov. 3ラ 2016)ラ http://www.i旬c-csi.org/global-supply-
chains-and -decent [http://perma.cc/K 7M G-7E49]. 
[Human rights due diligence] refers to the process of identifying and addr百 singthe human 
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and Deve10pment (OECD) Guide1inesラwhichwere thereafter embedded in the 
ILO MNE Tripartite Declaration.3 Primarilyラ theOECD Guide1ines on 
Multinationa1 Enterprises4 was an attempt to curb human rights vio1ations by 
urging vo1untary action by MNCs in their globa11abor supp1y chainsラ though
it has a1so come to overlay and embrace many 1abor rights. The ILO 
Committee's concern in 2016 was “that current ILO standards may not be fit 
for the pu中oseto achieve decent work in globa1 supp1y chains.吋 Thiswas 
followed by its addition of the 2017 due diligence “Guidance.吋
rights impacts of a business ente中riseacross its operations and productsラ andthroughout its 
supplier and business partner networks. Human rights due diligence should include assessments 
of intemal procedures and systemsラ aswell as extemal engagement with groups potentially 
affected by its operations. 
UN WORKING GRP. ON Bus. & HUMAN RrGHTSラsupranote 2ラat3. 
3 Ente中rises，including multinational enterprisesラ shouldcarry out due diligence to identif弘
preventラ mitigateand account for how they address their actual and potential adverse impacts 
that relate to intemationally recognized human rightsラ山lderstoodラ ata mllllmumラ asthose 
expressed in the Intemational Bill ofHuman Rights and the principles conceming fundamental 
rights set out in the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. 
INT'L LABOUR ORG.ラ TRIPARTITEDECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES CONCERNING MULTINATIONAL 
ENTERPRISES AND SOCIAL POLICY 5 (5th ed. 2017)ラ http://www.ilo .org/wcmsp5/ groups/public/ー
--ed_emp/一emp_ entl---multildocuments/publicationlwcms _ 094386.pdf 
4寸 heOECD Guidelines戸rMultinational Enterprises [the Guidelines] are recommendations 
addressed by govemments to m叫tinationalente中rises.They provide voluntary principles and 
standards for responsible business conduct consistent with applicable laws and intemationally 
recognised standards." ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION AND DEVラ OECDGUIDELINES FOR 
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES 3 (2011)ラ http://www.oecd.org/daflinv/nme/48004323.pdf
[http://perma.cc/K7MG-7E49]. 
The OECD Guidelines embed the expectation that enterprises carry out due diligence to avoid 
causing or contributing to adverse impacts through their own activities and adil百 ssuch 
impacts when they occur. Enterprises are also expected to seek to prevent or mitigate adverse 
impacts directly linked to their operationsラproductsor services by a business relationship. 
Jeunifer Schappert & Barbara BijelicラPromotingResponsible Businω Conduct lnternational 
Standards， Due Diligence and Grievance Mechanismム OECD (Mar. 6ラ 2017)ラ
http://www.oecd.org/investment/globalforuml2017-GFII-Background-Note-Promoting-
Responsible-Business-Conduct.pdf [https://perma.cc/EDV5-Y4TG]. “The OECD has 
developed a Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains in the Garment and 
Foo 
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France has embraced the need for binding due diligence (“vigilance") 
through new 1egis1ation that determined due diligence by itse1f is insufficient 
and added 1ega1 responsibility and 1iability for its failure.7 
The issue raised in 的ispaper is whether the current non-legally 
enforceable due diligence should be made binding with legally enforceable 
remedies when an MNC戸ilsωmeetits due diligence standards and the labor 
supply chain workers suffer economic harm 
For someラtheneed for new regu1ation is clear. G1oba1ization has changed 
the wor1d in many ways; one way is the growth ofMNCs. For examp1eラ Wa1-
Mart has been reported to have revenues that put it on par with the GDP ofthe 
25th 1argest economy in the wor1dラ surpassing157 smaller countries.8 l¥企IJCs'
business mode1s use the common practice of “fissurization"; that isラ by
subcontracting down the chain of 1abor supp1iersラ theypush 1iability and 
responsibility for the workers under the protection of 1abor 1aws outside the 
h企オC.9 New research from the Internationa1 Trade Union Confederation 
(ITUC) finds that the globa1 supp1y chains of 50 multinationa1 companiesラ
including Samsungラ McDona1dsand N est1eラ withcombined revenue of $3.4 
78ee CODE DE COMMERCE [c. COM.] [COMMERCIAL CODE] art. L225-102-4 (Fr.)， translated in 
EUR. COALITION FOR CORP. JUSTラ French Corporate Duty of Vigilance 
Law，http://co中oratejustice.org/ duty-oιvigilance-bill叩 -.pdf[https://penna.cc/B5UW-47LU]; 
see also French Corporate Dt砂 ofVigilance Law・FrequentかAsたdQt凶 tionsラ EUR.
COALITION FOR CORP JUST. (Mar. 24ラ 2017)，
http:// corporatejustice.org/ documents/publications/企ench-corporate-duty-oιvigilance-law -
faq.pdf [https://perma.cσFJ6W-Z品1C].
8 Vincent Trivettラ25US Mega Corporations: Where They Rank IfThey Were Countriesラ Bus.
INSIDER (June 27ラ 2011ラ 11:27AM)ラ http://www.businessinsider.com/25-corporations-bigger-
tan-coun住ies-2011-6#yahoo-is-bigger-than-mongolia-1 [https://penna.ccぺJ5XN-FH47].For 
exampleラ Wal-Martuses contractors in China where it has its cruciallocation for sourcing the 
goods that it sells worldwide. 
Wal-Mart's Global Procurement Center moved from Hong Kong to Shenzhen in 2002ラandthe 
retailer's supplier networks are heavily concentrated in China. . . . More than 70% ofthe goods 
sold in Wal-Mart stores around the world are made in China， with Chinese exports to Wal-Mart 
estimated at about $25 billion for 2006. If Wal-Mart were a countryラ itwould rank just above 
the United Kingdom ($24 billion) andjust below al of Africa ($26 billion) 
Gary Gereffi & Ryan Ongラ Wal-Martin China: Can the World's Largest Retailer Succeed in 
the World's Most Populous Marketラ 9HARV. ASIA PAC. REv. 46ラ 48(2007) 
9 This describes the global phenomena of fragmented workplaces where employers use 
subcon住actmgラ outso町 cmgラ合anchisingラ andindependent contractors for fonnerly core 
operations. See generally DAVID WEILラ THEFISSURED WORKPLACE: WHY WORK BECAME So 
BAD FOR So MANY AND WHAT CAN BE DONE TO !MPROVE ITワ(2014)う DavidWeil， E~メòrcing
Labour Standards in Fissured Wor命laces:The US Experienceラ22ECON. & LAB. REL. REv. 33 
(2011). 
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trilionラ employonly six percent of employees directly. Howeverラ theyrely 
on an indirect workforce of 94 percent. 10 Many of the labor supply chain 
workersラ especiallythose near the end of the chainラ haveless than decent 
working conditions; thusラ theneed for newラ moreeffective remedies. 11 
The search for reasonable and effective standards and remedies against 
pervasive violations has proven elusiveラ withproposed solutions vacillating 
between voluntary codes of conductラsocialresponsibility within co中orateor 
organizational govemance protocolsラ undertakingthird-party certification 
programsラ andengaging in due diligence efforts.12 Some procedures have 
proved more effective than others.13 Howeverラthecommon themes in these 
endeavors are that they are voluntaryラarenot grievable by workers to a third-
party neutral outside the employerラ suchas an arbitratorラ andare legally 
unenforceable. Failure to meet these voluntary obligations results in no legal 
liability with monetary remedies.14 Thus the question arises -beyond due 
diligenceラ arelegally enforceable remedies required? 
The dr甘ingforce that addresses human rights violations in the labor 
supply chains for change and improvement comes from the United Nations 
(UN)， ILOラ OECDラ ITUCラ andother NGOsラ withthe intemational labor 
standards themselves emanating from the UN and its organizationsラ suchas 
the ILO and its “partners" (the OECD).15 Many of these human rights of 
10 INT'L TRADE UNION CONFEDERATIONラ SCANDALINSIDE THE SUPPL Y CHAINS OF 50 Top 
Co旧 ANIES 10 (2016)ラ https://www.ituc-csi.orglIMG/pdflpdffrontlines_scandal_en-2.pdf
[https://penna.ccIYB2X-CPFD]. 
1 See generally CHINA LABOR W A TCHラTHECHAOS IN GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN EXACERBATES 
TERRIBLE WORKING CONDITIONS OF CHINA (2016)， 
http://www.chinalaborwatch.org/upfile/20 16_06_20ぺ月-JEEC%20Full%20Report.pdf
[https://penna.ccぺJ47G-GRHZ];ULラADDRESSINGHUMAN RrGHTS ISSUES IN GLOBAL SUPPL Y 
CHAINS (2013)ラ http://library.ul.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/40/2015/02ぺJL_ WP ]inal_ Addressing-Human-Rights-Issues-in-
Global-Supply-Chains _ v7 -HR.pdf. 
12 Radu Mares， The Limits of Supply Chain Responsibiliか.A Critical Analysis of Corporate 
Responsibility Instrumentsラ 79NORDIC J. INT'L L. 193 (2010). 
13 See APPLEラ SUPPLIER RESPONSIBILITY 2015 PROGRESS REpORT (2015)， 
https://www.apple.com/my/supplier-responsibility/pdflApple_ SR _2015 ]rogress _ Report.pdf; 
Supplier Responsibilityラ APPLEラ https://www.apple.com/supplier -responsibility / 
[https://penna.cc/2FUR-87B9]. 
14 See Ronald C. Brownラ Upand Down the Multinational Corporations ' Global Labor Supply 
Chains: Making Remedies that Work in Chinaラ 34PAC. BASIN L.J. 103ラ 109-18(2017) 
15 The UN and the OECD instruments share the same values of business ethics， including 
human rightsラ labourand industrial relationsラ environmentand anti-corruption. The OECD 
Guidelines are recommendations addressed by govemments to enterprisesラ whilethe UN 
Global Compact provides a public platfonn for enterprises to express their corporate 
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course overlap with the labor rights of the ILO's core labor rights and the 
OECD's obligations. The obligations emanating白・omguidelines of these 
intemational organizations include an obligation of “due diligence，" which 
has been periodically expanded with specific guidelines in several areas of 
h制 Cs'supply chainsラ andinclude conflict mineralsラ garmentand footwear， 16 
etc. These provide standardsラ processesラ andremedies to guide the MNCs in 
their compliance. 
While the OECD's Guidelines are regarded by some to be meaningfully 
shaping the conduct ofMNCs with their “due diligence" requirements toward 
human rights and overlapping labor rightsラ otherslament their lack of 
meaningful enforcement absent the consent of the parties.17 Intemational 
Framework Agreements (IF As) may create an environment for labor rights 
responsibility engagement 
Richard BoucherラDeputySecretary-GeneralラOECDラRemarksat the Ministerial Session of the 
UN Global Compact Leaders Summit 201 0 (June 23ラ 2010)ラ
http://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne/oecdisapartneroftheunglobalcompact.htm 
[https://perma.cc/J9GM-E496]. 
16 See Roel ̂なeuwenkamp，A Rωponsibility Revolution in the Fashion Industryラ FRIENDS
OECD GUIDELINES FOR MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES (Feb. 6ラ 2017)ラ
https://friendso立heo∞dguidelines.wordpress.com/2017/02/[https://perma.cc/96QF-WXMT]う
see also OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible SUjワ1jJlyChains of Minerals from 
Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas: Third Edition， OECD (2016)ラ
http://www . oecd.org/ daflinv /mne/OECD-Due-Diligence-Guidance-Minerals-Edition3 .pdf 
[http://perma.cc/26BJ-XU67]. Additionallyラ newtransparency pledges have been recently 
introduced“The Transparency Pledge establishes a floor for supply chain transparencyラ
through companies publishing important information about supplier factories and authorized 
subcon住actors.. . . While transparency is a foundation for accountabilityラ companiesstil need 
to do more. Due diligence requires identifying the risks ofviolating human rights." ITUC Calls 
on Apparel Brands to Join Transparency Pledgeラ INT'LTRADE UNION CONFEDERATION (Apr. 
21ラ 2017)ラ https://www.i旬c-csi.org/i旬c-calls-on-apparel-brands-to一[https://perma.cσHX3L-
4WD4] (internal quotation marks omitted). For a report by ITUC on the住ansparencypledgeラ
seeFollow the Thrωd: The Needfor SUjヮ>plyChain Transparency in the Garment and Footwear 
Industryラ HUMAN RTS. WATCH (Apr. 20ラ 2017)ラ
https://www.lぜw.org/sites/default/files/report~dflwrdtransparency0417 _ brochure _ web _sprea 
ds _ 3.pdf [https://perma.cc/RC5T-SGZ3]. See also Holly Cullen， The Irresistible Rise of Human 
Rights Due Diligence: Conflict Minerals and Beyondラ 48GEO. WASH. INT'L L. REv. 743ラ 763
(2016) 
17 Weilラ Gotshal& Manges LLPラ SubmissionωtheCorporate Law Project， Mandate of the 
命的alRepres印刷iveof the Secretary-General (SRSG) on the Issue of Human Rights and 
Transactional Corporations and other Business EnterprisesラU.N. CORP. 
L.PROJECT(Aug.20 1 0)ラhttps://business-
humanrights .orgl sites/ default/files/media/ documents/ruggie/ corp-law -tools-usa -weil-gotshal-
for-ruggie-aug-201O.pdf [https://perma.cc/FHA5-B954] [hereir 
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and arguably enforceable provisionsラbutmuch depends on the nascent unions 
to engage and embrace their rights and whether the IF As can provide 
meaningful or enforceable complaint procedures or remedies. N ew remedies 
of j oint liabilityラtransparencyof subcontractorsラ andothers have been offered 
and in some cases implemented.18 Other“hard law" actually requiring due 
diligence and providing monetary remedies are being offered through 
legislation in France and the Netherlands. 19 
Of courseラ domesticlabor laws in the invested country should remedy 
labor violationsラ butthey often don't because foreign direct investors go to 
low-cost countries where enforcement of labor standards may not be 
consistent or within the goals of economic development. 20 
Part 1 of this Article discusses the appropriateness of making due 
diligence a binding obligation for human rights and labor rights. Part 1 
examines the traditional soft law evolving to hard lawラ withrecent domestic 
legislation imposing civil liability for failure.21 Part II discusses “due 
18 See generally Brownラ supranote 14; Ronald C. Brown， Made in China 2025・Implications
of Robotization and Digitalization on MNC Labor Supplyラ Chainsand Worたrs'Labor Rights 
in Chinaラ9TSINGHUA CHINA L. REv. 186 (2017). 
19 Roel NieuwenkampラDrillingDown and Scaling Up in 2015ラFRIENDSOECD GUIDELINE FOR 
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES (Jan. 16ラ 2015)ラ
https://friendso立heo∞dguidelines.wordpress .com/20 15/0 1 116/ drilling-down -and -scaling-up-
in -2015 [https://perma.cc/WXH4-AS9P]ぅseealso Michael Congiu et al.ラ Dutchand French 
LegislaturωIntroduce New Human Rights Due Diligence Reporting Requirements， LITTLER 
MENDELSONP.C. (Mar. 13ラ2017)ラhttps://www.littler.com/publication-press/publicatiorνdutch-
and -french -legislatures-introduce-new -human -rights-due-diligence [https://perma.cc明TJ9R-
P9W3] 
20 [S]urveys suggest that while there is variation in the ways in which co中orategovernance 
codes and guidelines address CSR issuesラ thereis also a commonality in that they are starting 
to deal with these issues; they are rarely entirely "voluntary" in practice; and they increasingly 
rely on international CSR initiatives to help企ameany relevant guidance. Neverthelessラ direct
references to human rights in relevant codes and guidelines remain rare." 
Mandate ofthe Special Representative ofthe Secretary-General (SRSG) on the Issue ofHuman 
Rights and Transnational Corporations and other Business Enterprises， Corporate Law Project: 
Overarching Trends and Observationsラ(July 2010)ラ https://business-
humanrights .orgl sites/ defaultlfiles/reports-and -materials/Ruggiecorp orate-law -project-
Ju12010 [https://perma.cc/BKV5-HM88]. The responsibility exists even where nationallaws 
are absent or not enforced because re叩 ∞tingrights is the very foundation of a company's 
sociallicense to operate. See Weilラ CorporateLaw Projecムsupranote 17うseealso Reports on 
Corporate Law Toolsラ Bus. & HUM. RTS. RESOURCE CTRラ http://www. business-
humanrights.orglSpecialRepPortal/Home/CorporateLawTools [https://perma.cc/YM5R-
J59G]. 
21恥1ichaelCongiu et al.ラ supranote 19. 
The UN Human Rights Council's Open-Ended Intergovernmental Working Group (OEIWG) 
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diligence" standardsラprocessesラ andremedies. Part IV eva1uates whether non-
binding due diligence without the potentia1 for 1egally enforceab1e“domestic 
hard 1aw" remedies is adequate. Part V concludes with a call for exp1oration 
of ob1igations of 1egally binding due diligence with flexib1e remedies making 
h企サCsresponsib1e for results that provide protection ofthe 1abor standards of 
the globa11abor supp1y workers. 
1.“SOFT LA w" MOVING TOWARD “HARDLAW" 
A. Evolving “Soft Law" 
JohnRuggieラSpecia1Representative ofthe Secretary-Genera1 (SRSG) on 
the Issue ofHuman Rights and Transnationa1 Corporations and other Business 
Enterprisesラrecommends:
[C]ompanies [should] conduct ongoing human rights due diligence 
whereby they become aware of， prevent， and mitigate adverse human 
rights impacts. The responsibility exists even where nationallaws are 
absent or not enforced because respecting rights is the very foundation 
of a company's sociallicense to operate. It is recognized as such by 
virtually every voluntary business initiative， including the UN Global 
Compact， and so丘lawinstruments such as the Intemational Labour 
Organization Tripartite Declaration and the OECD Guidelines on 
Multinational Enterprises. 22 
Roe1 Nieuwenkampラ Chairof the OECD W orking Party on Responsib1e 
Business Conductラ underscoresthat these soft 1aw approaches “have been 
important too1s for filling these regu1atory gaps. For examp1eラ theOECD 
Guide1ines estab1ish an expectation that businesses behave responsib1y 
throughout not just within their direct operationsラbuta1so their supp1y chainsラ
has been negotiating a multi-lateral treaty that makes the UN Guiding Principles binding law. 
Moreoverラ anever-increasing number of countries have been adopting“national action plans" 
to implement the UN Guiding Principles， which include introducing and adopting legislation 
that binds those countries' companies to certain ofthose UN Guiding Principles. 
Michael Congiu et al.ラ AdvancingHuman Rights Claims Based on Global S;叩>plyChain 
Activities: Recent Developments in California and Canadaラ JDSUPRA (Feb. 15ラ 2017)ラ
http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/ advancing -human -rights-claims-based -on -53663/ 
[https://perma.cc/Z2PB-PA4D]; see also Michael Congiu et al.ラ TheUs. Issues a National 
Action Plan on Rωponsible Businωs Conduct， LITTLER MENDELSON P.C. (Jan. 17ラ 2017)，
htps:/ /www.littler.com/pub lication -pres s/pub licati onlus-is sues-nati onal-action -p lan-
responsible-business-conduct [https://perma.cc/G6C7-Y2SS] 
22 Weilラ CorporateLaw Projectラsupranote 17ラat3; see also Reports on Corporate Law Tools， 
supra note 20 
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extending to activity in potentially institutionally weak contexts where 
intemational standards and domestic laws may not be adequately enforced.'m 
The evolution of"soft law" is at1ributable to social responsibility and self-
interest. MNCs often invest in and place their labor supply chains in 
developing countries where wages are cheapラ workingconditions are poorラ
and labor law enforcement is not usually a high priority for the hosting 
govemment because of other benefits coming with foreign investment. 
Thereforeラtheintroduction of hard law can increase riskラ includingliabilityラ
for such investors. As MNCs developed and chains were usedラpressures白・om
consumers and intemal institutions also grew for bet1er treatment of workers 
on the labor supply chain. Such pressuresラ possiblyaffecting corporate 
reputation and profitsラ alongwith intense public opposition of these 
conditionsラ promptedmany of the MNCs to adopt codes of conduct and 
corporate social responsibility in line with intemational institutional guidance 
that applied to corporate and supply chain workers.24 
Free trade agreements (FT As)ラ WorldBank Organization (WBO) 
requu百 nentsラ etc.ラmayseek to encourage and require compliance with ILO 
standards and lawsラbutoften their ultimate remedy is dialogue and altemative 
dispute resolution (ADR)， not liability. Unlike sanctions for trade violations 
under the World Trade Organization (WTO)， labor violations are addressed 
by the soft 1仰 vofCorporate Social Responsibility (CSR)，25 codes of conductラ
23 Roel Nieuwenkampラ Chairof the OECD Working Party on Responsible Business Conduct 
(and in that position is also chair of the network overseeing NCPs' network)ラcommentmgon 
possible due diligence legislation in Franceラsuggeststhat it should be supportive of current due 
diligence approaches. Roel NieuwenkampラLegislationon Responsible Business Conduct Must 
Reinforce the Wheel， Not Reinvent It， OECD INSIGHTS (April 15ラ 2015)ラ
http:// oecdinsights .org/20 15/04/ 15/1egislation -on -responsible-business-conduct -must-
reinforce-the引 heel-not-reinvent-itl [https://perma.cc/A4EC-LWH4]. The Australian 
Govemment has announced the launch of a broad inquiry into establishing a Modem Slavery 
Act in Australia. The inquiry will consider whether the introduction of anti-slavery legislation 
would help combat supply-chain-based slavery and human traffickingラ eventhough human 
traffickingラslaveryand slavery-like practices are already criminal offences in Australia. Recent 
slavery-like practices in Australian supply chains have motivated a new inquiry. Paul Harperラ
Australia Launches Supply-Chain-Based Anti-Slavery Inquiryラ WORKPLACEPROF BLOG (Feb. 
21ラ 2017)ラ http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/labo中roCblog/2017/02/au山 alia-launches-
supply-chain-based-anti-slavery-inquiry.html [https://perma.cc/6AAW-DWE9]. See also 
International Business Obligations， Foα~s: SUjヮ>plychains in the spotlight:・ Establishingan 
Australian Modern Slavery Actラ ALLEN'SHUB FOR TECHラLAW& INNOVATION (Feb. 21ラ 2017)ラ
http://www.allens.com.au/pubslibo/foibo21feb17.htm[https://perma.ccID33G-JDST] . 
24 See BrownラSUjヮranote 14. 
25 The Commission has defined CSR as the responsibility of enterprises for their impact on 
society. CSR should be company led. Public authorities can play a supporting role through a 
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and non-binding guidelines; but there is a growing trend of hardening soft 
law.26 
Alsoラ inan attempt to find effective solutionsラ therehas been movement 
toward more“shared responsibility" between MNCs and their chain 
contractors. New approaches under domestic legislation have attempted to 
place liability on lead firms in certain labor supply chainsラ suchas 
construction， aswell as the use of extra-territorially-aimed legislation.27 
Howeverラ overthe yearsラ itbecame apparent to someラ especiallyhuman 
rights watch groupsラthatforeign labor supply workers， particularly at the end 
of the chainラ wereregularly falling victim to wage and labor standard 
infYactionsラ oftenin violation of domestic labor laws.28 Attempts to utilize 
and legally enforce the soft law provlSl0ns of internal codes proved 
unsuccessful because they were not legally binding and the MNC's defense 
that under the lawラ thelabor supply chain contractors were responsible third-
partiesラ andneither“employees" norぺjointemployers."29 The international 
human rights and labor standards continue to pressure MNCsラbutthey are not 
legally enforceable unless incorporated into domestic laws or enforceable 
smart mix of voluntary policy measures andラ wherenecess紅 yラ complementaryregulation. 
Companies can become socialy responsible by: following the law; integrating socialラ
environmentalラ ethical，consumerラ andhuman rights concems into their business strategy and 
operatlOns 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)ラ EUROPEAN COMM'Nラ
htp:/ ec. europa.eul growth/industry / corporate-social-responsibility _ en [htp:/perma.cc/PCJ 5-
74UD] 
26 See supra note 23 and accompanying text 
27 SeεεBrown民1，ラ su叩rpran凹1旧ot匂e18; sεαlso NATγ'LEMP'TLAWPRO印JE町CTラCONTRACTE回DWORKPOLICY 
OPTIONS 51一56ラ
ht甲p://www収 引.n即1詑el恰p.oα，rg/c∞O凹nt臼en即1町U仇山u叩1中ploa叫d也日叫/α2015合/0ω3/Su由1巾bcontractingーpolicy_ templates _ FINAL4.17. 
pdf [htp:/perma.cc/3YLS-3PX3]う MarkAuner， Jeunifer Bair & Jeremy Blasi， Toward Joint 
liability in Global Supply Chains: Addressing the Root Causes of Labor Violations in 
lnternational Subcontracting Networksラ35COMP. LAB. L. & POL'y J. 1 (2013)うGalitA. Safatyラ
Shining Light on Global SIψ'P1y Chainsラ56HARv.INT'LL.J. 419ラ420(2015). China has a 2017 
initiative of‘'naming and shaming" employers in public media， domestic and foreiguラ that
violate labor laws. See Brownラ supranote 14. 
28 For exampleラthelack of law enforcement in Rana Plaza in Bangladesh resulting in the deaths 
of over 1000 labor supply workers is discussed in Ronald C. BrownラFosteringLabor Rights in 
a Global Economy:・刀leξ伊cacyofthe Emergent US Model Trade and lnvestment Frameworks 
to Advance lnternational Labor Standards in Bangladeshラ 155INT'LLABouRREv. 50 (2016). 
29 Thomas J. Walsh II， Supersizing the Definition of Employer Under the National Labor 
Relations Act-Broadening the Joint Employer Standard to lnclude Franchisors and 
Franchise凶ラ 47U. ToL. L. REv. 589 (2016); see also Caroline B. Galiatsos， Beyond Joint 
Employment Status: A New Analysis for Employers' Unfair Labor Practice Liability Under the 
NLRAラ95Bos. U. L. REv. 2083 (2015). 
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intemationa11ega1 instrumentsラ suchas treaties or free trade agreements. Butラ
in U.S. trade agreementsラ theState must agree to pursue the alleged 
vio1ations.30 There is much written and discussed about the ineffectiveness of 
soft 1aw and the need for possib1e altemative remedies;31 andラ thereforeラ the
more recent introduction of “hard 1aw，" particu1ar1y in re1ation to due 
diligenceラ offersa more robust and enforceab1e remedy. 
B. HardLωvEmerging 
A common concem about "soft 1aw" is that it is vo1untary and non-
binding. Recent1yラ thereis movement at nationa1 and intemationa1 1eve1s 
toward making “due diligence" ob1igations mandatory. At the domestic 1eve1ラ
the United States has introduced 1egally binding due diligence ob1igations in 
1abor supp1y chains regarding human rights. The ob1igation is found in 
Section 1502 ofthe U. S. Dodd-Frank Actラ whichinco中oratesa due diligence 
standard.32 It provides that companies must report on whether they source 
certain minera1s (tinラ tanta1umラ tungstenand gold) of non-recycled or scrap 
sources 白omconflict areas. If they doラ theymay be ob1igated to undertake 
“due diligence" on the source and chain of custody of its conflict minera1s and 
fi1e a Conflict Minera1s Report. 3“The due diligence measures must conform 
to a nationally or intemationally recognized due diligence frameworkラsuchas 
the due diligence guidance approved by the[OECD]. "34 
30 Ronald C. Brown， China -Us. Implementation ofILO Standards by BITs and Pieces (FTA~人
in FUNDAMENTAL LABOUR RIGHTS IN CHINA -LEGAL IMPLEMENTATION AND CULTURAL LOGICラ
169 (UllaラLiukkunen& YifengラCheneds. 2016). 
31 See BrownラSlψranote 14. 
32 In the regulation of conflict mineralsラ 91502ofthe Dodd-Frank Act "amended 9 13 ofthe 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934ラ [and]required the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) to adopt regulations of conflict minerals from the DRC and neighboring countries." 
Cullen， supra note 16ラat764. See generally SarfatyラSUjヮranote 27ラat425. 
33 Implementation ofUS DodcιFrankAct Rule on Conjlict Minerals: Commentaries， Guidance， 
Company Actionsラ Bus. & HUMAN RIGHTS REs. CTR・ラ https://business-
humanrights.org!enlconflict-peace/conflict-minerals/implementation-of-us-dodd-frank-act-
rule-on -conflict -minerals-commentaries-guidance-company -actions [https://perma.cc/GPS6-
H3RK]; see also Disclosing the Use ofCo~斤ict MineralsラU.S.SEC. & EXCH. COMM'N (Mar. 
14ラ 2017)ラ http://www.sec.gov小Jews/Article/Detail/Article/l365171562058
[https://perma.cc/5W4B-P66J]. 
340ECDラsupranote 16; see Roel NieuwenkampラLegislationon Responsible Business Conduct 
Must Reinforce the Wheel， Not Reinvent Itラ OECD INSIGHTS (Apr. 15ラ 2015)ラ
http:// oecdinsights .org/20 15/04/ 15/1egislation -on -responsible-business-conduct -must-
reinforce-the-wheel-not -reinvent -itl [https://perma.cσA4EC-LWH4]; see also Disclosing the 
Use of Conjlict Mineralsラsupranote 33. 
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In 2015ラ ProfessorRoe1 Nieuwenkampラ Chairofthe OECD Working Party on 
Responsib1e Business Conductラ statedthere is a trend of hardening of soft 1aw 
and noted that“the Ul丈 Switzer1andand France . . . [had] proposa1s in the 
pipe1ine to make due di1igence regarding aspects of RBC [responsib1e 
business conduct] mandatory."35 He observed thatラ infactラ thetrend is two-
fo1d: soft 1aw is deve10ping harder consequences and soft 1aw is becoming 
hard 1aw. For examp1eラ nowExport Credit Agencies may have to take into 
account NCP (Nationa1 Contact Points under the OECD)36 statements 
confirming the OECD Common Approaches.37 Canada is taking an even 
stronger approach where companies that do not participate in the NCP 
proceedings or have a “negative statement" may 10se all economic dip10macy 
support (all subsidies and trade mlsslOnsラ etc.).38 He a1so cautioned: 
35 Nieuwenkampラsupranote 19. 
36 Govemments adhering to the Guidelines are required to set up a National Contact Point 
(NCP) whose main role is to further the effectiveness of the Guidelines by undertaking 
promotional activities， handling enquiriesラandcontributing to the resolution of issues that may 
arise from the alleged non-observance of the guidelines in specific instances. NCPs assist 
enterprises and their stakeholders to take appropriate measures to further the obser可vanceofthe 
Guidelines. They provide a mediation and conciliation platform for resolving practical issues 
that may arise with the implementation of the Guidelines. 
National Contact Poi附 forthe OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprisesラ OECDラ
http://www.oecd.org/investment/mne/ncps.htm[https://perma.cc/K3LL-RC3K] [hereina白er
National Conωct Points]. 
37 The Common ApproachesラincorporatingOECD standar由ラ area set of recommendations for 
addressing environmental and social aspects of officially supported export creditラ andapplies 
to Export Credit Agencies based in OECD countries. Common Approaches， Exp. CREDIT 
AGENCY WATCHラ http://www.eca-watch.org!issues/common-approaches
[https://perma.cc/X9EU-CFQZ]うRecommendationof the C仰 ncilon Common Approachωfor 
Officially Supported Export Credits and Environmental and Social Due Diligence (the 
“Common Approachesツラ OECD TRADE & AGRIC. DIRECTORATE (Apr. 7ラ 2016)， 
http://www.oecd.org/officialdocnments/publicdisplaydocumentpdfI?cote=TAD/ECG%28201 
6%293&doclanguage=en [https://perma.ccI7WZ7-N2QN]. 
3苅 Thi凶日 1凶日 cαnuncαla瓜tedin the 
Commi巾t仕e∞e(けh詑er民ema立cぽr口r民ef(たerr四edtωoa凶日“CTC"or“吋"th詑eNo叫tl凶f自1eぽ:r"ワ)ラonbehalf of a group of affected 
communities， submitted to the National Contぉ tPoint (NCP) the Request for Review regarding 
the mining aおctlv羽1tle日ofChin凹aGold Int臼ema瓜tl旧onalRe岱日ource日Cor中p.Ltd. (ゆheぽreαm凹1afl抗teぽrr民efiたerredto 
a凶s
Ti出bet."T百h児eCompanザyr民eft白I日臼edtωo par凶t1民cr中pat匂ewith the NCP. The Final Statement was issued 
which effectively removed the economic diplomacy services ofthe Canadian Govemment due 
to its refusal. 
OnNovember 14thラ2014ラtheGovemment ofCanada launched its enhanced CSR Strategy 
Doing Business the Canadian Way: A Strategy to Advance 
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“Legis1ation on responsib1e business conduct must reinforce the whee1ラ not
reinvent it . . .'明 Thatis to sayラ the1aws shou1d supp1ementラ notdisp1ace the 
due diligence standards. 
On February 21， 2017ラ Francepassed specific due diligence 1egis1ation 
that adopted a much-anticipated 1aw estab1ishing a duty of “vigilance" (due 
diligence) for parent and ordering companiesラ effectiveMarch 27ラ 2017叩 In
its origina1 formラ itprovided civil and monetary r百 nediesfor vi01ations;41 
(CSR) in Canada's Extractive Sector Abroad (Annex 4) which included new measures to be 
applied in case of non-participation in the NCP process. As the Company did not respond to 
the NCP's offer of its good officesラ theCompany's non-participation in the NCP process will 
be taken into consideration in any applications by the Company for enhanced advocacy support 
from the Trade Commissioner Service andノorExport Development Canada (EDC) financial 
services， should they be made. As the goal of both the NCP and the CSR Strategy is to 
encourage improvement in terms of a company's use and integration of CSR standards and best 
practices， should the Company wish to be able to access future support ofthis typeラitwill need 
to submit a Request for Review to the NCPラorshow the Govemment of Canada it has engaged 
in good-faith dialogue with the Notifier. 
Final Stat抑制 onthe Request for Review regarding the Operations of China Gold 
lnternational Resources Corp. Ltd.， at the Copper Polymetallic Mine at the Gyama Valley， 
刀bet Autonomous Region， GLOB. AFFAIRS CAN. (Apr. 8ラ 2015)ラ
http://www.intemational.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/ncp-pcnlstatement-
gyama-valley.aspx?lang=eng [https://perma.ccぺJ8F6-KPEW];see also Roel Nieuwen化αmp，
Evolving Expectations: The Role of Export Credit Agencies in Promoting and Exempl砂zng
Responsible Business Practices， FRIENDS OECD GUIDELINES FOR MULTINATIONAL 
ENTERPRISESラ(Jan.15ラ 2016)ラ https://企iendsoftheoecd伊 idelines.wordpress.coml同 /export-
credit-agencies/ [https://perma.cc/Q5AR-94KM]. 
39 In 2012 the OECD Council ofMinisters， the governing body ofthe OECDラ adoptedthe 
Recommendation of the Council on Common Approaches for Officially Supported Export 
Credits and Environmental and Social Due Diligence ('the OECD Common Approaches'). This 
instrument provides that“[m ]embers should . . . [p ]romote awareness of the [the Guidelines] 
among appropriate parties involved in applications for officially supported export credits as a 
tool for responsible business conduct in a global context." 
NieuwenkampラSUjヮranote 38. 
40 See supra note 7ぅseealso Charles Dauthier & Sabine Smith-Vidal， French Companies Must 
Show Duか ofCare for Human and Environmental Rightsラ JDSUPRA (Apr. 4ラ 2017)ラ
http://www.jdsupra.comllegalnews/企ench-companies-must -show -duty -of-care-5 6981 / 
[https://perma.cc/K2XZ-NNY8] (notin 
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howeverラbeforeit was imp1ementedラtheConstitutiona1 Counci1 ofFranceラthe
highest constitutiona1 authority in Franceラ ru1edthat whi1e the 1aw itse1f with 
civi11iabi1ities was constitutionally enforceab1eラtheob1igation to impose fines 
and crimina1 penalties for non-comp1iance was too vague and was therefore 
struck down.42 Although the origina1 penalties wou1d have created a stronger 
incentive for companies to comp1y with this 1a凡 itis argued that their remova1 
does not undermine the architecture and genera1 mechanism of the 1aw. 
Interested parties -inc1uding victimsラNGOsand trade unions -are sti1 ab1e 
to ask judicia1 authorities to order a company to estab1ishラ pub1ishand 
imp1ement a vigi1ance p1an in order to prevent human rights vio1ations and 
environmenta1 damage caused by their activitiesラ and those of their 
subsidiariesラ subcontractorsand supp1iers， in France and abroad. Interested 
parties can a1so engage the company's 1iabi1ity through civi1 action and ask 
for compensation when a company's vio1ation of its 1ega1 ob1igations has 
resulted in damages.43 
According to the 1awラ
[A]ll companies headquartered in France and employing more than 
5ラ000employees in France， or headquartered in France or abroad and 
10 million euros if a company did not set up a vigilance plan. This fme could have been 
multiplied by threeラ orup to 30 million euros， when damage resulted from the lack of plan." 
Dauthier & Smith-Vidal， supra note 40. 
42 Specificallyラ theConstitutional Council found that: the terms used by the legislatur久 such
as "reasonable measures of vigilance" and "appropriate action to mitigate risks，" are very 
general; [t]he reference to violations of "human rights" and "fundamental freedoms" is broad 
and indeterminate; and [t]he scope of the companies and activities falling within the scope of 
the infringement is very broad. 
Penelope Bergkampラ French Constitutional Council Per・mits Civil， But Not Criminal 
Eザorcementof Corporate Duty of Vigilance Law， CORP. FIN. LAB (Mar. 29ラ 2017)ラ
https://corporatefinancelab.org/201 7/03/29/ a-post -by -guest -blogger -penelope-bergkamp/ 
[https://perma.cc/GFM4-3W9F]. 
As a result of this rulingラtheLaw remains in placeラexceptthat no criminal sanctions can 
be imposed for breaches. Since the Law imposes binding obligationsラhoweverラacompany can 
be exposed to civilliability if it is in breach of its obligations. For instanceラ anon-govemmental 
organlzatlOn or 町 uredindividual could assert claims under tort law against a non-compliant 
company. In such a lawsuitラaplaintiff could seek compensation for damages suffered as a result 
of the breach or a court order to the effect that the company must implement a vigilance plan. 
Id. 
43 Last Hurdle Overcome for Landmark Legislation: French Corporate Duty ofれ'gilanceLaw 
Gets Green Light斤omConstitutional Councilラ EUR.COAL. FOR CORP. JUST. (Mar. 24ラ 2017)ラ
htp:/ corporatejustice.org/news/ 435 -last -hurdle-overcome-for -landmark -legislation-企ench-
corporate-duty-of-vigilance-law -gets-green -light-企om-constl旬tional-council
[https://perma.cc/9YLU-DMMV]. 
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employing more than 10，000 employees worldwide， must set up 
vigilance plans. A vigilance plan “includes reasonable vigilance 
measures to identify risks and prevent serious violations of human 
rights and fundamental freedoms， health and safety of persons and 
environment resulting from the activities of the company and of the 
companies it controls， either directly or indirectly， as well as the 
activities of subcontractors or suppliers with whom an established 
business relationship is maintained."44 
Due diligence legislation is also being considered in other countries. A 
bill was introduced in the Netherlands with due diligence obligations focused 
on child labor and traffickingラ andthere is a due diligence law being 
considered in Switzerland戸
Some hard laws that require transparency in labor chain industries may 
still fall short of creating a basis for accountability and ultimately civil or 
criminalliability for failed actions by the MNc.46 It is argued thatラ
Govemment reporting requirements are a first step in linking 
transparency with accountability. Recent legislative advances asking 
companies to report on specific issues in their supply chainsラ suchas the UK's 
44 Dauthier & Smith-Vidal supra note 40; see also Alexandre Roumieu & Littler Mendelson's 
Business and Human Rights Practice GroupラProposedFrench Law Would Impose New Due 
Diligence Obligations on Certain Employers and Their Supply Chainsラ LITTLER恥1ENDELSON
(Dec. 12ラ 2016)ラ https://www.litler.com/publication -press/publication/proposed -french -law-
would-impose-new -due-diligence-obligations-certain [https://perma.cc任IRP6-HL4D].
45 On February 7ラ2017ラtheDutch Parliament adopted a bil thatラ ifenactedラwouldrequire 
covered companies to investigate the existence of child labor within their operations or supply 
chains . . . Ifa company's investigation reveals that child labor may have contributed to its 
products or servicesラ thecompany must develop an action plan to address and remedy these 
labor violations. The action plan must comport with the principles of the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights (the“UN Guiding Principles") and the OECD 
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. Furtherラ thecompany must submit a statement to a 
"Supervisory Body" within the government declaring that the company undertook the required 
due diligence. The Supervisory Body will publish these declarations online. The government 
can fine companies up to 4，100 euros for failing to make the required declarations. Moreoverラ
if a noncompliant company receives a fine but stil fails to submit the declaration within five 
years of the law's effective dateラ thepenalty may include imprisonment of the company's 
directors for up to six months. Any natural person or corporate entity with a demonstrable 
interest can file complaints with the Supervisory Body when a covered business fails to make 
the required declaration or when a stakeholder has proof a business did notラ infactラ comply
with the required due diligence 
Congiu et alラ supranote 19; see also France Adopts Corporate Duty of Vigilance Law， supra 
note 40. 
46 See恥1arciaNarineラ DisclosingDisclosure旨Defects:Addressing Corporate Irresponsibility 
戸rHuman Rights Impactsラ 47.1COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REv. 1，59 (2015). 
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Modern Slavery Actラ Ca1ifornia'sTransparency in Supp1y Chains Act or 
s.1502 of the US Dodd-Frank Actラ donot guarantee accountabi1ity. Rather 
they aim to uti1ize corporate reporting as a too1 that has the power to advance 
accountabi1ity by increasing transparency around corporate operations which 
may then trigger pressure to improve corporate human rights performance.47 
11.“DUE DILIGENCE" STANDARD 
Whi1e due di1igence is often associated with human rights in the 
workp1aceラ itis a1so app1icab1e to 1abor rights. The two often over1apラ but
each may a1so be 白・ee-standingラ though internationa1 guide1ines may 
emphasize either or both (e.g.ラ theILO emphasizes 1abor; the UN Guiding 
Princip1es on Business and Human Rights emphasizes human rights; and the 
Universa1 Dec1aration ofHuman Rightsラ andInternationa1 Covenant on Civi1 
47 Professor Nolan continues: 
On a parallel track over the last four decadesラ anumber of govemments have 
adopted laws and reg叫ationsaimed at holding companies accountability as part 
of their broader efforts to combat global corruption. . . . Ultimatelyラ laws-
whether national or intemational -are only as strong as their enforcement 
capacity. While these American and British legislative developments mandate 
disclosureラtheydo not directly impose civil or criminalliability on lead frrms for 
the downstream acts of other companies in their supply chain. Howeverラ
transparency legislation can also be cra立edto expressly attach legalliability up 
and down a supply chain for particular wrongdoings occurring anywhere in that 
chain. This type of legislation emphasizes the link between leverage and 
responsibility. If a firm at the top end of the supply chain can control the sizeラ
designラ quantltyラ andquality of a productラ andpossess potential leverage to 
influence the working conditions ofthose producing the goodsラ itis then both fair 
and effective to align that power with legal accountability. Chain liabilityラasused 
selecti九relyin Australia's homeworker industry or the EU's construction s∞tor， 
can shift the overarching legal responsibility to the firms at top of the supply chain 
making them liable for harms occurring in their supply chain. If companies can 
demonstrate that they have exercised due diligence in such circumstanceラ this
could be a defense to liability. Regulations that incorporate penalties -for failing 
to report or conducting inadequate due diligence -are more likely to be an 
effective deterrent than those that do not. Due diligence and reporting provisions 
can be a useful tool to utilize the leverage of lead firms to improve supply chain 
working conditions but such laws should be crafted in a way that utilizes the 
leverage of these global companies to improve working conditions and penalizes 
them if they do not. An approach focused on blending (and protecting) private 
interests and public intervention seems to offer a viable way forward. 
Justine Nolanラ LegalizingResponsibility for Human Rights in Global SIψ>ply Chainsラ NYU
STERN CTR. FOR Bus. & HUM. RTS. (June 2ラ 2016)ラ http://bhr二stern.n戸l.edu/blogs/legalizing-
responsibility-hum紅首ights-gscs[https://perma.cσAXX3-BDTQ] (emphasis added). 
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and Po1itica1 Rights Intemationa1 Covenant on Economicラ Socia1and Cultura1 
Rights emphasize both). The OECD and the ILOラ inparticu1arラ promotethe 
due diligence standard to app1y to al globa1 supp1y chainsラ notjust 1imited to 
sectors such as appare1 or conflict minera1s.48 The ILO's training programs 
state the responsibility as follows. 
Companies are under increasing pressureラ stemmingfrom stakeho1der 
expectationsラreportingrequirementsラconditionsfor tenderingラetc.ラtoconduct 
due diligence on human rights issues in their own operations and with business 
partners in their supp1y chains. Labour rights have become a critica1 
component and basic pillar in any due diligence process. Howeverラ proper
due diligence on 1abour issues starts with a good understanding of what is 
expected of companies conceming respect for workers' rightsラ・. . including 
due diligence related to labour rights and how these princip1es can be most 
effective1y imp1emented in company operations a10ng their supp1y chains.49 
The UNラ ILOラ andOECD approaches to “due diligence" standards are 
discussed be1ow. 
A. United Nations (UN) 
The UN has addressed“human rights due diligence" regarding 1abor 
supp1y chains. In 2011ラtheUN Human Rights Council unanimous1y endorsed 
the Guiding Princip1es on Business and Human Rights.50 The foundation of 
these Guiding Princip1es is the Intemationa1 Bill of Human Rights and the 
work ofthe ILO.51 The Guiding Princip1es are based on three pilars: 
48 See Cullenラ supranote 16ラ at763. 
49 lnternational Labour Standards and Corporate Social Re司ponsibility:Understanding 
worたrs righ釘 in the j均mework of due diligence， INT'L LABOUR ORG.ラ
http://www.ilo.org/empent/Eventsandmeetings/WCMS_537797/1ang--enlindex.htm 
[https://penna.cc/37VN-XDRH] (emphasis added); see also Jemej Letnar Cemic， Corporate 
Human Rights Obligations at the lnternational Levelラ 16WILLAMETTE J. INT'L L. & DIS. REs. 
130 (2008). 
50 See generally IEH-ETHICAL TRADING INITIATIVE NOR.ラAGUIDE TO HUMAN RrGHTS DUE 
DILIGENCE IN GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAINS 4 (2013)ラhttp://etiskhandel.no/Artikler/l 007 8 .html. 
51 Alsoラ since2000ラ theGlobal Compact provides principles for the working environment. 
About the UN Global Compact， UN GLOBAL COMPACTラ
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/about[https://perma.cc/G2Jz-6WA W]. 
The UN Global Compact's Ten Principles are derived from: the Universal Declaration of 
Human RightsラtheIntemational Labour Organization' s Declaration on Fundamental Principles 
and Rights at Workラ theRio Declaration on Enviroument and Developmentラ andthe United 
Nations Convention Against Corruption. Human Rights: Principle 1: Businesses should 
support and respect the protection of intemationally proclaimed human rights; and Principle 2・
make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses. Labour: Principle 3: Businesses 
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[T]he State's duty to protect against human rights abuses; business' 
responsibility to respect human rights and avoid abuses through their 
activities; and the State' s and businesses' shared responsibility to 
manage and remedy， via their respective channels， human rights harms 
committed by the business sector. Flowing企omthe Principles is 
human rights due diligence.52 
Human Rights Watchラinits 2016 reportラHumanRights in Supply Chains: 
A Call for a Binding Standard on Due Diligence， further describes the 
obligations of due diligence under the Principles and calls for a new binding 
standard.53 It observes that 
Intemational norms， such as the United Nations Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights， recognize that companies should 
sho叫duphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective 
bargaining; Principle 4: the elimination of al forms offorced and compulsory labour; Principle 
5・theeffective abolition of child labour; and Principle 6・theelimination of discrimination in 
respect of employment and occupation 
The Ten Princψles of the UN Global Compactラ UN GLOBAL COMPACTラ
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/missior印rinciples [https://perma.cc/N98H-
8V6P]. 
52Id. The UN also has issued its Global Compactラwhichuses ten principles to guide businesses 
in corporate sustainabilityラ includingon human rights and labor issues. Id. The UN Global 
Compact's Ten Principles are derived from: the Universal Declaration of Human Rightsラ the
Intemational Labour Organization's Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at 
Workラ theRio Declaration on Environment and Developmentラ andthe United Nations 
Convention Against Corruption. Id. Principle Two， relating to human rightsラ notlabor rightsラ
admonishes businesses to not be complicit in human rights abuses; that is， not "being implicated 
in a human rights abuse that another companyラ govemmentラ individualor other group is 
causing." Principle Two: Human Rightsラ UN GLOBAL COMPACTラ
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-2 
[https://perma.cc/3MN-F38B]. It states that complic砂 generallyarises from either an act or 
omission (failure to act) by a companyラ orindividual representing a companyラ that"helps" 
(facilitates， legitimizes， assistsラ encouragesラ etc.)anotherラ msome wayラ toca町Yout a human 
rights abuseラor三theknowledge by the company that its act or omission could provide such help. 
It then provides examples of complicity: 
“Direct complicity"-when a company provides goods or services that it knows will be used 
to 田町 outthe abuse;“Beneficial complicity"-when a company benefits from human rights 
abuses even if it did not positively assist or cause them;“Silent complicity"-when the 
company is silent or inactive in the face of systematic or continuous human rights abuse (This 
is the most controversial type of complicity and is least likely to result in legalliability). 
Id. Though‘complicity' is used regarding human rightsラ itspertinence to labor rights and 
obligations of due diligence seem clear 
53 See generally HUMAN RIGHTS W 
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undertake“human rights due diligence" measures to ensure their 
operations respect human rights and do not contribute to human rights 
abuses. Human rights due diligence includes steps to assess actual and 
potential human rights risks， take effective measures to mitigate those 
risks， and act to end abuses and ensure remedy for any that occur in 
spite of those efforts. Companies should also be fully transparent 
about these efforts. But the UN  Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights and other intemational norms for companies are not 
legally binding.54 
Human Rights Watch and other NGOs urged adoption of a binding 
human rights due diligence standard at the June 2016 ILO-hosted international 
labor conference where due diligence under its Decent Work in Global Supply 
Chains was on the agenda戸
B. International Labor Organization位 ω56
The ILO uses its“Decent W ork Agenda" to promote“the aspirations of 
people in their working lives. "57 In 2016ラtheILO Committee on Decent W ork 
54Id. at 2. 
55 It was reported that there was wide support by NGOs to require due diligence.“In the lead 
up to the annual June 2016 conference ofthe Intemational Labor Organization (ILO) there has 
been a flurry of reports and public statements from NGOs and unions on one side and from 
indus住yon the other which reflect the polarized nature ofthe debate about global supply chains. 
On the one side NGOs and unions are calling for new regulations goveming these global supply 
chains. Human Rights Watch launched its report on “Human Rights in Supply Chains" and 
called for "a newラ intemationallegally binding standard that obliges govemments to require 
businesses to conduct human rights due diligence across the entirety of their global supply 
chains." The Intemational Corporate Accountability Roundtable (ICAR)ラ inan open leter to 
the ILO also appealed for a new intemational standard on human rights due diligence and 
highlighted the need to ensure transparency in global supply chains. In a report documenting 
the poor working conditions in global garment production， the Asia Floor Wage Alliance 
requested the ILO urgently "move towards a binding legal convention regulating GVCs (global 
value chains)." 
Nolan， supra note 47. 
56 Since its inception in 1919ラtheILO is the specialized agency ofthe United Nations mandated 
to adopt and monitor the implementation ofIntemational Labour Standards. 
57 It involves opportuuities for work that is productive and delivers a fair incomeラ se氾凹:1tym
the workplace and social protection for families， better prospects for personal development and 
social integration， freedom for people to express their concems， organize and participate in the 
decisions that affect their lives and equality of opportunity and treatment for al women and 
men. 
Decent Workラ ILOラ http://www.ilo.orglgloballtopics/decent-work/lang--en/index.htm
[https://perma.cc/EU87-HNKG] 
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in G10ba1 Supp1y Chains submitted its Report for adoption by the 
Conference58 that conc1uded governments shou1dラ“[w ]here appropriateラ
require enterprises owned or controlled by the State to imp1ement due 
di1igence procedures and to promote decent work in al their operations in 
their supp1y chains"59 and “[s ]timu1ate transparency and encourageラ andラ
where appropriateラ reqmreラ byvarious meansラ thatenterprises report on due 
diligence within their supp1y chains to communicate how they address their 
human rights impacts. "60 
In 2017 the ILO issued new“Guidance" on “due di1igence" as an 
ob1igation for enterprises.61 The ILO estab1ished the Tripartite Dec1aration of 
Princip1es Conceming Multinationa1 Enterprises and Socia1 Po1icy that 1aid 
out genera1 standards of conduct by govemments and MNCs in a number of 
1abor areasラ dec1aring“therevised version responds to new economic rea1ities 
across intemationa1 trade and supp1y chainsラ addressingdecent work issuesラ
forced 1abor and guidance on 'due di1igence' processesラ whichare consistent 
with the UN Guiding Princip1es on Business and Human Rights." 62 
58 It cited the UN Guiding Principles that are: 
[G]rounded in recognition of: (a) States' existing obligations to respectラ protect
and fulfil human rights and fundamental freedoms; (b) the role of business 
ente甲山esas specialized organs of society performing specialized functionsラ
required to comply with al applicable laws and to respect human rights; and (c) 
the need for rights and obligations to be matched to appropriate and effective 
remedies when breached. The General Assembly resolution through which the 
UN Guiding Principles were adopted in 2011 underscored that while the State has 
the duty to enforce legislation， business enterprises are required to comply with 
Report of the Committee on Decent Work in Global Supply Chainsラsupranote 1ラat3-4. 
59Id. at 4 (emphasis added). 
60Id. at 5 (emphasis added). 
61 The 2017 revision provides guidance on“due diligence" processes -consistent with the UN 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights -in achieving decent workラ sustainable
businesses， more inclusive growth and better sharing of the benefits of FDI. ILO revises 
Tripartite Declaration on multinational enterprises -includes new principles to achieve decent 
work for all. See generally TrそpartiteDeclaration of Princψles Concerning Multinational 
Enterprises and Social Policyラ supranote 3. 
62 ILO Endorses Revised MNE DeclarationラU.S. COUNCIL FOR INT'L Bus.ラ
https://www.uscib.org/ilo-endorses-revised-mne-declaration[https://perma.cc.K3NE-3CX3] 
The principles set out in the恥1NEDeclaration are commended to governmentsラ employers'and 
workers' organizations ofhome and host countries and to multinational enterprises themselves. 
The principles thereby reflect the fact that different actors have a specific role to play. In this 
regard for the purpose of this Declaration: 
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The ILO's Framework on the Measurement ofDecent Work63 covers 10 
substantive e1ements，64 which are c1ose1y 1inked to the four strategic pi1ars of 
the Decent W ork Agenda: (1) intemationa11abor standards and fundamenta1 
princip1es and rights at work; (2) emp10yment creation; (3) socia1 protection; 
and (4) socia1 dia10gue and Tripartism. 
When the ILO Committee on Decent Work in G10ba1 Supp1y Chains: 
Reso1ution and Conc1usions submitted its Report for adoption by the 
Confer百 lce65in 2016ラitcited the UN Guiding Princip1es. The princip1es are 
(a) The Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the 
United Nations‘Protectラ Respectand Remedy' Framework (2011) outlines the 
respective duties and responsibilities of States and enterprises on human rights. 
These principles are grounded in recognition of: (i) States' existing obligations to 
respectラprotectand fulfil human rights and fundamental freedoms ('the State duty 
to protect human rightピ)う (i)the role of enterprises as specialized organs of 
society performing specialized白nctlOnsラrequiredto comply with al applicable 
laws and to respect human rights ("the corporate responsibility to respect human 
righぜ);and (ii) the need for rights and obligations to be matched to appropriate 
and effective remedies when breached ('Access to remedy') 
(b) The Guiding Principles apply to al States and to al enterprisesラ both
multinational and others， regardless of their sizeラ sectorラ operationalcontextラ
ownership and structnre 
(c) The corporate responsibility to respect human rights requires that enterprisesラ
including multinational ente中riseswherever they operate: (i) avoid causing or 
contributing to adverse impacts through their own activities， and address such 
impacts when they occnrぅand(i) seek to prevent or mitigate adverse human rights 
impacts that are directly linked to their operationsラ productsor services by their 
business relationships， even if they have not contributed to those impacts. 
(d) Enterprisesラincludingmultinational enterprisesラshouldcarry out due diligence 
to identifyラpreventラ mitigateand account for how they addr百日 theiractual and 
potential adverse impacts that relate to internationally recognized human rightsラ
understoodラ atamlmmumラ asthose expressed in the International Bill of Human 
Rights and the principles concerning fundamental rights set out in the ILO 
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work 
INT'L LABOUR OFFラ TRIPARTITEDECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES CONCERNING MULTINATIONAL 
ENTERPRISES AND SOCIAL POLICYラ 10-11(2017) (emphasis added) 
63INT'L LABOUR ORGラ DECENTWORK INDICATORS: GUIDELINES FOR PRODUCERS AND USERS OF 
STATISTICAL AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK INDICATORS (2013). 
64 The ten elements are: (i) employment opportunities; (i) adequate earnings and productive 
work; (ii) decent working time; (iv) combining workラ familyand personallife; (v) work that 
should be abolishe 
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[G]rounded in recognition of: (吋 States'existing ob1igations to 
respect， protect and fu1fill human rights and fundamenta1 freedoms; 
(b) the ro1e of business enterprises as specia1ized organs of society 
performing specia1ized functions， required to comp1y with al 
app1icab1e 1aws and to respect human rights; and (c) the need for rights 
and ob1igations to be matched to appropriate and effective remedies 
when breached. The Genera1 Assemb1y reso1ution through which the 
UN Guiding Princip1es were adopted in 2011 underscored that whi1e 
the State has the duty to enforce 1egis1ation， business enterprises are 
required to comp1y with it. 66 
C. Organization戸rEconomic Co-Operation and Development 
(OECDl
7 
1. OECD Guide1ines 
To guide member countries，68 the OECD Guide1ines for Multinationa1 
Enterprises (“Guide1ines") were adopted; they are recommendations from 
govemments to MNCs operating in or 白・omadhering countries.69 The 
Guide1ines provide “vo1untary princip1es and standards for responsib1e 
business conduct in areas such as human rightsラ emp10ymentand industria1 
66Id. at 3-4. 
67 The Convention on the OECD was signed in Paris on 14 December 1960 when the 
Organisation for European Economic Co-operation (OEEC)， formed in 1948 to administer aid 
under the Marshall Plan for the reconstruction ofEurope after World War Iラwasreconstituted 
as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmentラ“inorder to strengthen the 
tradition of co-operation and apply it to new tasks and broader obJ同 tives."
Convention on the OECDラ OECDラ https://www.oecd.org/legal/oecd-convention.htm
[https://perma.cc/R23B-SSET]. 
Over the past decadeラtheOECD has further deepened its engagement with business， trade 
unions and other represent瓜ivesof civi1 society. The U.S. Council for Intemational Business 
(USCIB) represents the views of America's private sector through its participation in the 
OECD's Business and Indus住yAdvisory Committee (BIAC). The trade union interests are 
represented on the OECD's Trade Union Advisory Committee 
What is the OECD九 U .S. MISSION OECDラ https://usoecd.usmission.gov/our-
relationship/about -the-oecd/what -is-the-oecd [https://perma.cc/6FQS-RJGH]. 
68 "On 14 December 1960ラ 20coun住iesoriginally signed the Convention on the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development. Since thenラ 15countries have become members 
of the Organization." List of OECD Member Countriω Ratifzcation of the Convention on the 
OECDラ OECDラ http://www.oecd.org/aboutlmembersandpartners/list-oecd-member-
countries.htm [https://perma.cc/23UG-9L99]. 
69 See ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION AND DEV・ラ supranote 4. 
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re1ationsラ environmentラ informationdisclosureラ combatingbriberyラ consumer
interestsラ scienceand techno1ogyラ competitionラ andtaxation. "70 In 2011ラ
revisions ofthe Guide1ines added “a new and comprehensive approach to due 
diligence and responsib1e supp1y chain management representing significant 
progress re1ative to ear1ier approaches.'m The revisions a1so added a chapter 
on Human Rights a1igned with the 1anguage ofthe UN Guiding Princip1es for 
Business and Human Rights (UNGPS).72 
Under the 2011 Guide1inesラ enterprisesshou1d carry out due diligence to 
not on1y identifyラ buta1so prevent and mitigate actua1 and potentia1 adverse 
impacts on human rights arising from emp10yer practicesラincludingthose that 
vio1ate 1abor standardsラetc.Enterprises shou1d a1so carry out “due diligence" 
in re1ation to their supp1iers and other business re1ationsラ inorder to prevent 
or mitigate adverse impact that is direct1y 1inked to their operationsラ products
or serVlces. 
For the purposes of the Guide1inesラ duediligence is understood as the 
process through which enterprises can identifシラ preventラmitigateand account 
for how they address their actua1 and potentia1 adverse impacts as an integra1 
part of business decision-making and risk management systems. Due 
diligence can be included within broader enterprise risk management systemsラ
provided that it goes beyond simp1y identi命ingand managing materia1 risks 
to the enterprise itse1f， toinclude the risks of adverse impacts re1ated to matters 
covered by the Guide1ines. Potentia1 impacts are to be addressed through 
prevention or mitigationラ whileactua1 impacts are to be addressed through 
remediation. The Guide1ines concem those adverse impacts that are either 
caused or contributed to by the enterpriseラ orare direct1 y 1inked to their 
operationsラ productsor services by a business re1ationshipラ asdescribed in 
paragraphs A.1 and A.12. 73 
70 Org. for Econ. Co-operation and Devラ AnnualReport on the OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises 2013ラ at11ラ (2013).Begun in 1976ラ theOECD has developed 
working relationships with the lntemational Labour Organization， the lntemational 
Organisation for Standardization， the World Bankラ theUN Working Group on Business and 
Human RightsラtheUN Global CompactラUNFinance lnitiativ久 theGlobal Reporting Initiativeラ
and the lntemational Coordinating Committee ofHuman Rights Institutions.1d. 
71 ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION AND DEV・ラ supranote4ラat 4. 
72 The Guidelines make reference to relevant provisions of the ILO Tripartite Declaration of 
Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy as well as the Rio 
Declaration. See Org. for Econ. Co-operation and Dev.ラ1mplementingthe OECD Guidelines 
for Multinational Enterprises: The National Contact Points斤om2000ω2015ラ at1 (2016)ラ
https://mneguidelines.oecd.org/l5-Years-of-the-N ational-Contact -Points-Highlights .pd( 
73 ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERA TION AND DEVラsupranote4ラ at23. The 2017 Draft Due Diligence 
Guidance for Responsible Business Conduct (“Guidance") read: 
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Importantlyラ theGuidelines applies the due diligence standard not only to 
the MNCs but also to the contractors with whom they are directly linked. In 
this regardラ enterprisesshould: 
Seek to prevent or mitigate an adverse impact where they have not 
contributed to that impact， when the impact is neverthe1ess direct1y 
1inked to their operations， products， or services by a business 
re1ationship. This is not intended to shift responsibi1ity from the entity 
causing an adverse impact to the enterprise with which it has a 
business re1ationship.74 
The OECD also has specific due diligence guidance for the“mineralsラ
agriculture and garment & footwear supply chainsラ aswell as the extractives 
and financial sectors."75 The OECD is currently developing the 2018 
Guidance dr 
Carrying out due diligence is a means to an end; the process is intended to help 
enterprises meet their responsibilities to prevent and address their adverse RBC 
[responsible business conduct] impacts under the OECD Guidelines， and other 
intemational standardsラincludingthe UNGPs and the ILO Tripartite Declaration 
of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy. The 
Guidelines recommend that enterprises conduct due diligence to (i) identif弘(i)
prevent or mitigate and (ii) account for how actual and potential adverse RBC 
impacts are addressed. Due diligence should be carried out in good faith with the 
purpose of achieving the outcomes identified in the Guidelines. 
Org. for Econ. Co-operation and Dev.ラ OECDDue Diligence Guidance for Responsible 
Business Conduct (Drafl 2.1)， at 8 (2016)ラ htp:/即時伊idelines.oecd.org/OECD-Due-
Diligence-Guidance-Responsible-Business-Conduct.pdf (footnote omitted). 
74 ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERA TION AND DEVラsupranote4ラ at20“Enterprises should take fully 
into account established policies in the countries in which they operateラ andconsider the views 
of other stakeholders." 1d. at 19. 
75 Nたuwenkamp，supra note 16. See generally OECDラ supranote 16; OECD Due Diligence 
Guidance戸rResponsible Business Conduct (Drafl2.1人supranote 73. 
76 See generally id.; Org. for Econ. Co-operation and Devラ OECDラDueDiligence Companion 
ρ4弘 (2016)ラ http://mneguidelines.oecd.org/OECD-Due-Diligence-Companion.pdf. The 
Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Business Conduct (“Guidance") is based on the 
recommendations contained in the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (the 
"Guidelines"). 
In relation to human rights impactsラincludingimpacts on the human rights ofworkers， it seeks 
to align with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs)ラ theILO 
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Workラ relevantILO Conventions and 
Recommendationsラ andthe ILO Tripartite Declaration of Princψles concerning Multinational 
Enterprises and Social Policy 
OECD Due Diligence Guidance戸rResponsible Business Conduct (Drafl 2.1人supranote 73ラ
at 1 (footnotes omitted). 
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In 2018ラ adraft is nearing fina1 pub1ication to provide practica1 support 
to companies on the imp1ementation of the OECD Due Di1igence Guidance 
for Responsib1e Business Conduct ofthe OECD Guide1ines for Multinationa1 
Enterprises.77 The Draft Guidance contains p1ain 1anguage exp1anations ofthe 
due di1igence recommendations and associated provisions in the Guide1ines 
and can be used by companies in any sector ofthe economy.78 
2. Nationa1 Contact Points (NCPs) 
The Guide1ines provide that members ofthe OECD “shall set up N ationa1 
Contact Points to further the effectiveness of the Guidelines by undertaking 
promotiona1 activitiesラ hand1ingenquiries and contributing to the reso1ution 
ofissues that arise re1ating to the imp1ementation ofthe Guidelines in specific 
instancesラ takingaccount of the attached procedura1 guidance."79 “The 
[OECD] Guide1ines are the on1y intemationa1 instrument for responsib1e 
business conduct with a built-in imp1ementation mechanism-the Nationa1 
Contact Points (NCPs)" and that have 1egally enforceab1e standardsラ though
notab1y 1ack remedies for vio1ations.80 “NCPs are the on1y govemmenta1ラ
non-judicia1 grievance mechanism providing access to remedy to stakeho1ders 
wishing to raise issues re1ated to operations of companies operating in or from 
77 See generally OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Businω Conductρr・aft2.1)ラ
supra note 73. Comments received will be taken into account when finalizing the Guidance 
which is scheduled for completion in 2018. Human Rights Watch urged that due diligence be 
made binding. "Recommendation: The OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible 
Business Conduct and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises should become a 
binding standard." Human Rights Watchラ SubmissionωtheOrganisation戸rEcono月1icCo-
operation and Development (OECD)， (Feb. 8ラ 2017)ラ
https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/supportingJesources/2.8.17_ human Jights _ watch _su 
bmission _ oecd _ ddguidance _ -jebruary _2017 .pd( 
78 See supra note 76. 
79 ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION AND DEV.， supra note 4ラ at68. Todayラ 47govemments have 
a legally binding obligation to promote due diligence and to set up an NCP that handles due 
diligence complaints. Roel Nieuwenkampラ OECD's Business & Human Rights Grievance 
Mechanismラ OECD (May 3ラ 2017)ラ
http://www . europarl.europa.eu/ cmsdatall185 20/presentation -nieuwenkamp-oecd.pdf. These 
guidelines are binding on the government membersラ andin that sense are enforceable "hard 
law." 2016 Annual Report on the OECD Guidelines for Multinational EnterprisesラUSDEP'T 
STA TE， https:/ /www.state.gov/e/eb/oecdlusncp/links/rls/2016/index.htm 
[https://perma.cc/QL4Q-SGZV] 
80 Implementing the OECD Guidelines戸rMultinational Enterpris民 supranote 72; see also 
National Contact Pointsラ supranote 36. 
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adhering countries. "81 
The NCPs assist enterprises and their stakeholders to take appropriate 
measures to further the implementation of the Guidelines. They also provide 
a mediation and conciliation platform for resolving practical issues that may 
arise.82 The Guidelines make reference to ILO Tripartite Declaration of 
Principles conceming Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy and 
thereforeラ itis posite止“NCPsalso function as a grievance mechanism for 
widely recognized expectations with regard to business and human rightsラ
labour issues and the environment. "83 At a minimumラ itat least provides a 
forum for discussion.84 
A recent illustrative case dealing with due diligence is the decision by the 
Danish NCP in Clean Clothes Campaign Danmark and Aktive Forbrugere 
(Active Consumers) v. pwt Group A/S (Danish NPC case).85 It involved the 
NCP assessing whether an MNC met its due diligence standards in the Rana 
Plaza disaster in Bangladeshラ wheremore than 1ラ000workers died due to sub-
standard working conditions and a building collapse.86 The l¥企サC's
81 Implementing the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises， supra note 72. 
82 See ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION AND DEV・ラ supranote 4. 
83 Implementing the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises， supra note 72. 
84 Over 360 specific instances have been handled by NCPs， addressing impacts from business 
operations in over 100 countries and territories. . . . NGOs have historically been the main group 
using the specific instance mechanism， accounting for 80 specific instances or 48% of al 
specific instances since 2011ラfollowedby trade unions which account for 41 specific instances 
or a quarter of al specific instances since 2011. Individuals have filed 33 specific instances 
since 2011 accounting for 19% of al specific instances in this time period. Specific instances 
treated to date have covered al chapters of the Guidelines with the m勾orityfocusing on the 
chapters on employment and indu日trialrelations (55%)， human rights (24%) and environment 
(21 %). Approximately a third of al closed specific instances were not accepted for further 
consideration at the initial assessment stage. A non-acceptance rate of between 30-40% has 
been relatively stable since 2000. 
Implementing the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises， supra note 72ラ at2 
85 OECD National Contact Pointラ Deumarkラ CleanClothes Campaign Danmark and Aktive 
Forbrugere (Active Consumers) v. PWT Group AlSラ SpecificInstance Notified by Clean 
Clothes Campaign Denmark and Active Consumers regarding the activities of PWT Groupラ
Final Statementラ 17 October 2016 [hereinafter Danish NCP case]ラ
http://businessconduct.dk/file/ 6314 211mki -final-statement. pdf. See Ronald C. Brownラ
CommentaryラDanishNCP Advances Due Diligence Obligations ofOECD Guidelines in Rana 
Plaza Caseラ 3INr'L LAB. Rrs. CASE L. J. 245 (201乃 seealso Karin Buhmaun， Lost in 
Translation or Learning to Walk? On CSR and Risk-Based Due Diligence in Ship Recycling 
and T，目 tileSector Supply Chain Managementラ Bus.SOC'y BLOG (Oct. 28ラ 2016)ラ
https://www.oecdwatch.org/cases/Case_46711588[https://perma.cc/W9W3-FS百件 Professor 
B叫lmaunhas served as a member ofthe Danish NCP. 
86 Danish NCP case， supra note 85ラ at1，4 (‘'The NCP can solely assess and comment on the 
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contractors produced MNC products in the collapsed building.87 The case 
illustrates the apparent weaknesses of OECD guidelines and its obligations 
without meaningfully enforceable remedies for their violations: 
The statement by the Danish National Contact Point (NCP) advances 
the OECD due diligence obligations. Despite a failure of proof， the 
NCP applied the duty to inspect the safety of suppliers' worksite 
building when the inspection is incorporated in company policy or is 
an industry practice as integral to the risk-based due diligence 
obligation. It also held the OECD Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises to a high standard by requiring strict documentation of 
adherence to its policies and their implementation， and confirmed the 
OECD Guidelines ' stipulation that the NCP cannot impose liabiliti自
or sanctions on companiι'i. The NCP determined that due diligence 
required the respondent to seek to prevent or mitigate an adverse 
impact when they have not contributed to that impact but the impact 
is nevertheless directly linked to their operations， and held that 
companies must require their suppliers to establish human rights 
policies. 
The NCP found that the respondent violated OECD Guidelines on due 
diligence by not using risk and decision-making systemsラ suchas checklistsラ
in connection with inspections and visits to the supplier and by failing to 
demand that supplier ensure its employees' basic human and labor rightsラ
including taking adequate steps to ensure occupational health and safety. 
Regarding the inspection of the supplier' s work siteラ theNCP found no 
violation of due diligence in that there was no inco中oratedor established 
practice at the time ofthe accident. The NCP recommended that PWT Group 
revise its management and risk assessment systems to meet due diligence 
requirementsラ reviseits CSR policy to ensure complianceラ andcontinue its 
efforts to systematically incorporate the company's code of conduct into these 
systems. Because inspections by local authorities may not be reliable and 
employees may not be properly trainedラ usingproperly qualified sources and 
following up on the results of these inspections are critical. 88 
ωtent to which there is a violation of the OECD Guidelines and how the company can remedy 
any adverse impact. The NCP cannot impose liability or sanctions on companies. On this basis， 
theNCPr，りiectedthe part of the complaint regarding the issue of compensation. . . . ");・ seealso 
Brownラsupranote 85. 
87 Danish NCP caseラsupranote 85ラat5. 
88 See id (emphasis added) 
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D. NCP Process and Remedies 
NCPs are created by domestic law under the guidance of OECD 
standards.89 Under the NCP law of Denmark in the case aboveラ theNCPラ
pursuant to its proceduresラtookthe complaint and first encouraged the parties 
to resolve the matter themselves but they declined.90 The NCP then undertook 
an initial assessment and concluded it could offer the parties mediation.“As 
part of the initial assessmentラ theNCP conducted an assessment of whether 
the aspects of the complaint [were] within the scope of the OECD Guidelines 
for Multinational Enterprisesラ andwhether there [were] objective grounds and 
reasonable documentation of the alleged violations of the OECD 
Guidelines.叫 1 Mediation was unsuccessful and the NCP decided to conduct 
an actual investigation ofthe case in accordance with section 7(4) ofthe NCP 
Act. 92 Concluding it had proper documentation to proceedラ theNCP next 
considered the question of whether the respondent acted in accordance with 
the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises by neglecting to carry out 
due diligence in relation to its supplierラ NewWave Styleラ inthe form of 
demands that the supplier take adequate steps to ensure occupational health 
and safety in their operations戸
The NCP concluded there was a violation of the OECD standard of due 
diligence and for its reme砂itmade the following “recommendations." N oteラ
agamラ thelack of responsible liability for violations of the OECD due 
diligence standard: 
89 See ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION AND DEV・ラ supranote4ラat 68. 
90“This was done in accordance with section 7(2) of Act no. 546 of 18 June 2012 on the 
Mediation and Complaints-Handling Institution for Responsible Business Conduct (the NCP 
Act).)." Final Statement: Specifzc Instance Notifzed by Clean ClothωCampaign Denmark and 
Active Consumers Regarding the Activities of PWT Group， DANISH NAT'L CONTACT POINT 
OECD (Jan. 17ラ 2018)ラ http://businessconduct.dk/file/6314211mki-final-statement.pdf 
[https://penna.cc/LK8B-XF39] [hereinafter Final S.ωtement]; see Act on a Mediation and 
Complaints-Handling Institution for Responsible Business Conduct (Act No. 546 of 18 June 
2012) (DenふLovnr. 546 af 18.06.2012 Lov om maglings-og klageinstitutionen for ansvarlig 
virksomhedsadfard.ラ translatedin THE MEDIATION AND COMPLAINTS-HANDLING INSTITUTION 
FOR RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS CONDUCTラ UNOFFICIALENGLISH VERSION OF ACT NO. 546 OF 
18/06/2012 (June 19ラ 2012)ラ htps://businessconduct.dk/file/298159/act-on-mediation.pdf
[https://penna.ccIYDG4-VL9]. 
91 "The submission of a complaint does not require proof of the aleged violation， but rather a 
degree of specificity regarding how the respondent could have acted in violation of the OECD 
Guidelines (ref section 4 of the NCP Act)." Final Statemenムsupranote 90. 
92Id 
93Id 
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The NCP recommends that the respondent， PWT Group， revise its 
management and risk assessment systems in order to implement 
processes by which the company can meet the requirement of due 
diligence in relation to its suppliers， inaccordance with chapter 1 of 
the OECD Guidelines. PWT Group should also ensure that the 
company's CSR policy complies with the OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises， particularly with regard to fundamental 
human and labour rights. PWT Group is recommended to review its 
suppliers' self-assessments in conjunction with an analysis ofindustry 
and country risks and， on this basis， select which circumstances are to 
be inspected. The NCP recommends that PWT Group report and 
communicate about these efforts and about the measures carried out 
by the supplier to prevent potential risks， see the OECD Guidelines， 
chapter 1， paragraph 10 and chapter IV， paragraph 5 and associated 
comment no. 45. The NCP recommends that PWT Group continues 
its efforts to systematically incorporate the company's Code of 
Conduct into management and risk systems. . . Pursuant to section 7 
ofthe NCP Act， the NCP is obliged to followup on this statement a丘町
one year to assess whether the company has complied with the NCP's 
recommendations. 94 
In sumラ inits proffered remedyラ theNCP confirrned the OECD 
Guidelines' stipulation that the NCP cannot impose liabilities or sanctions on 
companies and made recommendations on what should be done to minimize 
or eliminate due diligence violations in the future. The OECD offers the 
following about their conclusions under NCP decisions: 
Specific instances are not legal cases and NCPs are not judicial bodies. 
As such NCPs cannot impose sanctionsラ directlyprovide compensation nor 
compel parties to participate in a conciliation or mediation process. 
Nevertheless the NCP system can generate important consequences. For 
exampleラsomeNCPs issue final statements upon concluding specific instance 
processes which include recommendations to companies based on the 
particular circumstances ofthe case. Certain NCPs also make deterrninationsラ
setting out their views on whether a company observed the Guidelines or not. 
Such practice can have reputational impacts for companies and can encourage 
engagement of companies in the process. Furthermoreラ insome contexts 
govemments consider NCP statements with regard to economic decisionsラ
e.g.ラinthe context of public procurement decisions or in providing diplomatic 
support.95 
94Id. 
95 Implementing the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterpriseムsupranote 72ラat5. 
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Howeverラ manycomp1aints are reso1ved short of a decision-with-
recommendations. 
Between 2011 and 2015ラ approximate1yha1f of al specific instances 
which were accepted for further examination by NCPs resulted in an 
agreement between the parties. Agreements reached through NCP processes 
were often paired with other types of outcomes such as follow-up p1ans and 
have 1ed to significant resultsラ includingchanges to company po1iciesラ
remediation of adverse impactsラ andstrengthened re1ationships between 
parties. Of al specific instances accepted for further examination between 
2011-2015ラ approximate1y36% resulted in an intema1 po1icy change by the 
company in questionラ con仕ibutingto potentia1 prevention of adverse impacts 
in the future.96 
IV. ANAL YSIS 
A. Due Diligence with Liabilities and Remedies戸rFailure 
Bringing intemationa1 standards to bear on sovereign nations and private 
companies usually invo1ves standardsラ goa1sラ andconsentラ withpressures 
shaped by economic rea1ities and se1f-interest. With MNCsラthisis in nature 
a social contractラ unenforceab1eラ butnot necessarily without consequencesラ
versus a legal contract， enforceab1eラ with1iabilities and remedies. It is the 
difference between soft 1aw and hard 1aw. Certain1yラthedia10gue surrounding 
the socia1 contract is usefu1 and 白equent1yresults in progressive changes in 
po1iciesラ butit does not result in tangib1e remedies for the failed po1icies that 
may have harmed the victims. Neither does it remedy the absence of enforced 
1abor protections of domestic 1aw. 
The due diligence ob1igation is the new emerging too1 to bring needed 
changes to the MNCs' workp1aces. Though the concept has been around for 
some yearsラ thereis a new energy promoting and expanding it into more 
sectors of the globa1 economy and affecting the 1abor supp1y chains. In the 
digita1 ageラ globa1imba1ances and injustices are more transparent. With 
increased awareness come increased calls for ending the disparities at opposite 
ends ofthe globa11abor chain. These calls include demands for more binding 
intemationa1 and domestic regu1ation. The ILO' s intemationa1 standards are 
1imited by the need for consent by ratification ofILO conventions and usually 
require imp1ementing domestic 1egis1ationラ whereasthe OECD standards 
(app1icab1e in member countries) on1y result in non-binding recommendations 
96Id. at 3. 
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when violated.97 
Will promulgation of binding due diligence standards be helpful in 
remedying the plight ofthe labor chain workers? Probably. But what is the 
remedy for due diligence violations of binding standards? And where is the 
remedy for the victims? The suggestion is not 町民 butmaybe it is time for 
govemments themselves to stand up through domestic law and protect against 
labor law violations in low-enforcement countries. Perhaps these laws may 
be bolstered by intemal， "soft law" standards. It is time for developing 
countries to stop providing“havens" for MNCs for their offshore violations. 
Insteadラ theyshould follow the example of Franceラ providingdomestic law 
l百 nediesto bring about corporate responsibility. The cautionary words of 
OECD official Roel Nieuwenkamp should also be taken into consideration: 
Commenting on the newly enacted due diligence legislation in Franceラ he
suggested domestic law should be supportive of and supplemental to current 
due diligence approaches.98 
B. Violations， Liabilities， and Remedies 
There is every reason to continue to utilize the current “soft law" 
approaches of the ILO and OECD Guidelines and the Guidance; howeverラ
statistics confirm that MNCs will certainly fail to meet due diligence standards 
in their global labor chains. This paper proposes that the best approach to 
alleviate the burdens on victims of labor protection violations is to place 
liability on the beneficiaries and initiators of the global labor chains-the 
MNCs-and that such liability should include a remedy enforceable by 
domestic hard law. 
97 See Nat'l Contact Point of SwitzラInitialAssessment: Specific Instance Regarding the 
Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) Submitted by the Building and Wood 
Workers' International (BWI) (2015)ラ https://www.wiltonpark.org此 /wp-
content/uploads/WP1428-Swiss-National-Contact-Point-Initial-Assessment-FIFA.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/6LW3-EBCY] (with regard to alleged human rights violations against 
migrant workers in the cons住uctionoffacilities for the FIFA 2022 World Cup in Qatar) (“The 
initial assessment of the Swiss NCP results in the conclusion that the issues raised in this 
submission meri凶1首tft白w且江rrtheぽrc∞Oαn凶凹日臼1凶deぽra瓜tl旧onand the Swi日 NCP t出heαrefiおor<民'eaccept臼日 t白he日叩pecαificlC  
ill凶凶日坑ta姐nc∞e.'プ").ラ
OECD Gri花ενα nc ε M企'echα仰niおsmj戸orReω苫伊'}Joη附siめblたεBusin ωム OECD Insights (Nov. 1 ラ 2016)， 
http:// oecdinsights .org/20 16/ 111111human -rights-cases-value-oecd -grievance-mechanism-
responsible-business/ [https://perma.cc/46RA-A6D4]. 
98 Roel Nieuwenkampラ Legislationon Responsible Business Conduct Must Reinforce the 
Whel， Not Reinvent It， OECD INSIGHTS (Apr. 15ラ 2015)ラ
http:// oecdinsights .org/20 15/04/ 15/1egislation -on -responsible-business-conduct -must-
reinforce-the-wheel-not-reinvent-itl [https://perma.cc/A4EC-LWH4] 
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The imp1ication of connecting 1iability with remedy may not be as 
apparent as one might think. Just as “fissurization" is used by the l¥企サCto 
1imit 1iability and push it onto contractors and subcontractorsラ itis foreseeab1e 
the same cou1d be done with these new 1aws. That isラ theMNC will increase 
its inspections and protect itse1f against 1iability by more diligent1y requiring 
that 1abor standards be met. It will a1soラaspart of its intema1 systemsラreqmre
that contractors and subcontractors insure comp1iance by having performance 
bonds and surety devices for vio1ationsラ suchas failure to pay wages and 
worker i吋uries.99 Ifthe MNC meets its due diligence ob1igationsラ itis more 
1ike1y that there wou1d be fewer 1abor vio1ations. 
1. Legis1ati ve Due Diligence 
Legis1ation creating civil 1iabilities and remedies for workers in 1abor 
chains was recent1y enacted in France. It is said this“1aw mandates companies 
to practice human rights due diligenceラ seenby the UNGPs as the main 
operationa1 princip1e to put companies' responsibility to respect human rights 
into practice. "100 
The 1aw app1ies to 1arge companies and requires a vigilance p1an that 
[I]ncludes reasonable vigilance measures to identifシrisksand prevent 
serious violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms， health 
and safety of persons and environment resulting from the activities of 
the company and of the companies it controls， either directly or 
indirectly， as well as the activities of subcontractors or suppliers with 
whom an established business relationship is maintained.101 
The 1aw app1ies to “subcontractors and supp1iers with whom it maintains 
an 'estab1ished business re1ationship"'; thusラ itwou1d appear to cover va1ue 
chains and globa11abor supp1y chains.102 
99 See Brown， supra note 14. 
100 [T]he Constitutional Council found that the tenns used by the legislatutゑ suchas 
‘reasonable measures ofvigilance' and‘appropriate action to mitigate risks，' are very general; 
[t]he reference to violations of吐lUmanrights' and市mdamentalfreedoms' is broad and 
indeterminate; and [t]he scope of the companies and activities faling within the scope of the 
infringement is very broad. 
BergkampラSlψranote 42. 
101 Dauthier & Smith-Vidalラ supranote 40; see also France Adopts Corporate Duty of 
Vi・'gilanceLawラSUjヮranote 40. 
102 Of courseラargumentscan always be anticipated as to who properly fits into an employment 
and contractual relationship with MNCs. 
According to the most recent information available at the time of publishingラestimated100 -
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The difficulties ofthis lawラ自'omthe point of view of providing remedies 
to victimsラ arethat without fines and criminal sanctionsラ theburden of 
enforcement under tort law103 will fal upon victims who are least equipped to 
meet it and the available legal defenses may prove formidable obstacles.104 
Under French lawラ thereis a due diligence defense; that isラ ifthere is no 
violationラ thereis no liability. Yet it may be the case that the labor chain 
worker remains unpaid or his/her injury uncompensated. Alsoラ wherea due 
diligence (vigilance) violation is foundラthevictim must find a willing lawyerラ
litigateラ andovercome the legal issues and obstacles of proving dutyラ
causationラ assumptionof riskラ contributorynegligenceラ andthe fellow-servant 
rule. 
Perhaps the ultimate solution for victims is two-fold:日rstラ expandthe 
definitions of due diligence under legislation (and the Guidelines and 
150 large companies meet the [statutory] . . . conditions. [It also applies to ] 
[s]ubcontractors and suppliers with whom it maintains an "established business relationship." 
Under French lawラ theconcept of established business relationship covers al types of relations 
between professionalsラdefmedas stableラregularrelationshipsラwithor without contractラwitha
certain volume ofbusinessラcreatinga reasonable expectation that such relation willlast. Article 
L. 442-6ラ 1，5 of the French Commercial Code applies equally to the purchase and sale of 
products and to the performance of services. The recitals of the law speci今 thatthe 
establishment and implementation of the vigilance plan co町espondsto the concept of human 
rights due diligence outlined in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
(UNGPs). The scope of due diligence is determined in the UNGPs based on ‘whether [the 
activity] causes or contributes to an adverse impactラorlts operatlOnsラproductsor services a民
directly linked to adverse impact through a business relationship，' and by the severity or 
salience ofthese actual and potential impacts. According to the UNGPs， business relationships 
are understood to include business partners， entities in the value chainラ andany other non-State 
or State entity directly linked to a company's business operationsラ productsor services 
French Corporate Duty of Vigilance Law・FrequentlyAsked Questionsラ supranote 7ラ at3 
103 See generally Madeleine Conwayラ ANew Duty of Care? Tort Liabiliかjト'omVoluntary 
Human Rights Due Diligence in Global Supply Chainム40QUEEN'S L.J. 741 (2015). 
104 Article 2 of the law -which incorporates an article of the French Commercial Code (Art. 
L. 225-102-5) -sends a strong signal to judges. Article 2 refers to the provisions ofthe French 
Civil Code (1240 and 1241) and states that in the event of a breach of the obligations laid down 
in Article 1 (i.e. Art. L. 225102-4)ラwhenharm occursラthecompany can be held liableラandwill 
have to compensate for the harm that proper fulfillment of the obligations -publishing an 
adequate vigilance plan -would have avoided. . . . The burden of proof stil fals on the 
claimantsラ meaningvictims will stil need to prove a fault by the company and a causallink 
between the fault and the damage they have suffered. And the fault has to result out of 
violations of the obligations stipulated by Article 1. Henceラ ifa company implem 
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Guidance) which would broaden and enhance the obligations ofthe MNCs to 
provide increased labor protections; and secondlyラ considerdue diligence 
legislation that fixes strict liability on the MNC for the labor law violations of 
its chain operators. As stated earlierラjustas “fissurization" dissipates liabilityラ
this “responsibility" will inevitably result in the liability portion of the 
responsibility being pushed down the chain through increased vigilanceラ
performance bondsラ afunded victims' fundラ andother“make-the-other -gu y-
liable means" as a cost ofbusiness expense. Ifthis suggestion is too harsh on 
h企オCsラthelaw could be drafted to exculpate the MNC through a due diligence 
defenseラ wherein fact they bring into being these aforementioned available 
I百 nedies.
2. Expanding MNC Due Diligence Responsibility 
NGOs' calls for govemments to require businesses to conduct human 
rights due diligence across their entire global supply chains，105 along with the 
continuing leadership of ILO and OECD soft law initiativesラ areprompting 
increased awareness that MNCs and its labor supply chains operate as a single 
orgamsmラ althoughusually without hard law accountability. Traditionallegal 
白'ameworksand approaches permit pushing liability outside the MNC and 
down the line until workers suffer labor law violations at the hands of their 
immediate foreign contracting employer. 
Arguably it is time for a new legal direction bringing accountability and 
liability for corporate enterprises responsible for the activity taking place in 
global value chainsラforcingthem to take responsibility for the failures oflabor 
enforcement. Extending liability to include indirect adverse impacts along the 
chain in which the MNC is complicitラ asviolationsラ canextend corporate 
liability down the global supply chain.106 It is reasonable to conclude that 
corporate responsibility“applies across an enterprise's activities and through 
its relationships with other partiesラ businesspartnersラ andentities in its value 
chainラ othernon-state actors and state agents."107 Thusラ establishingcorporate 
105 See Human Rights Watchラ supranote 1 
106 Complicity is defined as "an act or omission (failure to act) by a companyラ orindividual 
representmg a companyラ that‘helps'(facilitates， legitimizesラ assls臥 encouragesラ etc.)anotherラ
m some wayラ tocarry out a human rights abuseラ and[t]he knowledge by the company that its 
act or omission could provide such help.'" Princψle Two: Human Rightsラsupranote 52. While 
a determination of complicity by corporations does not necessarily amount to criminal 
complicityラ extendingthe “obligation to respect human rights and conduct appropriate due 
diligence" al the way to the prevention of mere knowing silence is progressive and hopeful for 
future legal enforcement. Narineラsupranote 46ラat17. 
107 THE CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY TO RESPECT HUMAN RrGHTS IN SUPPLY CHAINSラ 10TH
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liability at the top ofthe supply chain should require a very low threshold of 
complicity with violations of labor rights at the bot1om of the supply chain. 
OECD Guidance standardsラ asdelineated by the NCP and discussed 
above in the Danish casムexplorethe due diligence obligations of direct and 
indirect activities of the MNCs. A distinction is made between how due 
diligence is implemented within a company versus how it is implemented in 
relation to suppliers. The OECD Guidelines provide that within a company， 108
the company should carry out “risk-based due diligence."109 As to OECD 
requirements of due diligence in relation to the company's suppliers under the 
OECD Guidelinesラthecompany should “[s ]eek to prevent or mitigate adverse 
human rights impacts that are directly linked to their operationsラproductsor 
services by their business relationshipsラ evenif they have not contributed to 
those impacts."l1O Significantlyラ theOECD Guidelines further state that“this 
is not intended to shi立responsibility白・omthe entity causing an adverse impact 
to the enterprise with which it has a business relationship." 11 1 
仁ONCLUSION
Making due diligence standards mandatory and binding is not by itself 
the ultimate panacea for ameliorating labor protection violations in MNC 
global labor supply chainsラ norwill it necessarily result in remedies for 
workers in the chain. Domestic legislation for binding due diligence must be 
adoptedラincludingremedies for violations. In the home countries where the 
h企オCsresideラlawsand legal doctrinesラcreatedunder a pre-global eraラpermit
h企オCsto evade liability for violations against their overseas workers in the 
globallabor supply chain. Soft law is voluntary and unenforceable; contract 
law is used by MNCs whose handbooks and codes of conduct are based on 
OECD ROUNDTABLE ON CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY DISCUSSION PAPER 
(20 1 0)，http://www.oecd.org/investmentlmne/45535896.pdf 
108 See ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION AND DEV・，supranote 4ラat20. 
109 For exampleラthecompany could incorporate risk-based due diligence into their ente中nse
risk management systemsラtoidentifyラpreventand mitigate actual and potential adverse impacts 
as described in paragraphs 1 and 12ラ andaccount for how these impacts are addressed. Final 
Statement， supra note 90. Alsoラ thecompany should avoid "causing or contributing to adverse 
impacts on maters covered by the Guidelinesラ throughtheir own activities， and address such 
impacts when they oCCUI二"ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERA TION AND DEVラsupranote4ラat20
10 U.N. HUMAN RrGHTS OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMM'Rラ GUIDINGPRINCIPLES ON BUSINESS AND 
HUMAN RrGHTS: IMPLEMENTING THE UNITED NATIONS “PROTECTラ RESPECTAND REMEDY" 
FRAMEWORK 14 (2011)， 
http://www.ohchr.orglDocuments/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR _ EN.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/6Z7A-US5X] (emphasis aded). 
1 ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERA TION AND DEV・ラ supranote4ラat 20. 
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illusory promises. These promises are not bindingラ andworkers are often 
determined not to be either “employees" or the intended beneficiaries.ll2 
Some inroads on the lack of responsibility have been made under the 
emerging doctrines of joint employment and joint employers， reporting and 
transparency laws -usually relating to trafficking or corruption，113 and by 
legislation in some sectors such as in construction in Australia. The latest 
attempt to provide hard law to mandate due diligence and provide remedies 
for corporate failure to meet due diligence requir百 nentsis in the new French 
lawラdiscussedabove. But it too has its practical problemsラhavingits penalties 
and criminal sanctions removed by judicial edict and requiring lawsuits by 
victims to prove causation and damage. 
This Article proposes that while al the current approachesラ suchas soft 
lawラ dialogueラ transparencylawsラ reformsto improve labor protection laws 
and enforcementラ shouldproceed at a fast clip. The most effective remedy is 
for governments to legislatively mandate an expanded due diligence 
requirementラbutwith MNC responsibility and remedies for failure to achieve 
it. In additionラ asin recent Fr百 lchlegislationラ lawsshould provide liability 
with enforceable r百 nediesfor violations. Consideration might be given to a 
strict liability standard to get the attention ofthe MNCs whoラatany rateラwill
very likely try to pass their liabilities and costs down the line of the global 
labor supply chain. As an incentiveラ thelaw could remove liability when 
MNCs can show that a sure remedy for labor supply chain victims has in fact 
been put into place (for exampleラ asurety fundラ performancebondsラ orother 
equivalent resources). 
The time has come to protect the workers in the globallabor supply chains 
and replace legal fictions with realities ofthe global workforce. The legal and 
business means are available to provide equity and workplace decency; it only 
takes the will of al stakeholders. The proposal of this paper is to require due 
diligence， but with MNC responsibility and remedies for failureωαchieve it. 
112 See generally Katherine E. KennyラCommentラCodeor Conduct: Whether Wal-Mart旨Code
of Conduct Cr・ωtesa Contractual Obligation Between Wal-Mart and the Employees of its 
Foreign Suppliersラ27Nw. J. INT'L L. & Bus. 453 (2007); Brownラsupranote 18. 
113 Narineラsupranote 46ラat5. 
